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-Making and keeping contacts the key, say alumni
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at Pioneer Press and says that she loves her work .
" It was basically about touching base w ith the right
people," she added. "It didn't matter that I didn 't have a
ton of experience covering high school football games.
They knew me and my work, and liked me enough to
teach me the ropes."
DeRogatis, who is in his second stint at the Sun-Times
after an abbreviated stay at Rolling Stone, says you can
plan all you want for the future , but getting the right job

comme nts he made after publi sher Jann S. Wenner yan ked
his negati ve rev iew of Hootie and the Blowfi sh 's second
a lbum and replaced it with a pos itive one. DeRogatis told
the press tha t "that son of a bitch wou ld give a ny band that
A Saturday morning, in the heart of the semester
sells 13 m illion records a pos iti ve review."
break. By all accounts, the Hokin Center should have been
Naturally, DeRogatis doesn't recommend Co lumbia
students necessarily follow his behavior in that respect.
completely deserted.
But he does urge students to occasionally follow their
"So many eager faces, on a Saturday morning too,"
heart in addition to their conscience .
remarked Executive Vice President Bert Gall. "Obvious ly,
"Make good relationsh ips wit h
the students get the message."
people, hut don' t let someone waste
That message? Two simple words:
your tale nt and ti me. If your boss·
You're next.
competitor is offering you an
Presented by Columbia's Career
opportunity that your boss won't
Planning and Placement Department,
g ive yo u. don't just dismiss it
the ninth annua l Student/A lumni
because you'll lose a contact in the
Career Conference gave nearly I 00
bus iness. Take a risk."
current students a chance to rub .
DeRogatis. who is not a
elbows with and pick the brains of '
Columbia graduate. sa id that he
some of Columbia's working alumni.
enjoys s peak ing a t Columbia
Nine separate departJ:nents, rangnonetheless. and notes the students'
ing from radio· to' management to perenthusiasm as a major reason.
forming arts, hosted intimate panels in
which students an d alumni could ·
"I go to speak at DePau l and
debunk myths, share tips and quellNo rthwestern, and they just si t
there. wr iti ng everyth ing I say into
or amplify-common fears about gettheir notebooks." he told the crowd
ting a job and holding on to it.
during his ke) note. "I'd tell them
The panels were followed by a
that they shouldn't JU>t "rite e' er0keynote address in the Hokin
by author and Chicago Sun-Times
thi ng down as I say it. and the y' d
Music Critic Jim DeRogatis.
· th ~ n write that down ar.t! , ;iii not
Desp!te the different demands of
...a, an' thing.
~ ··cO!urnflla ::,tudenb. howe' er.
each field of study, a universal lesson
emerged: Getting the job of your
ask questions. You guys look a live
dreams is about making an effort to
out there."
create ties with the right people- and
Jery l Levin. director o f alumni
making an e ven bigger effort to keep
relation s and a 1985 !!faduate of
those ties strong.
Co lumb ia 's fiction "-;:iting pro Sarah Willingham, a former jourgram, encouraged students to join
nalism student who graduated from
The Alumni Network, "hich gi,es
Photo
courtesy
of
Career
Planning
and
Placement
Columbia in 1998, said that while
students addi tional opportunities to
"Make good relationships with people, but don't let someone waste your talent and time," meet and learn from former
looking for a good job can indeed be a
said Jim DeRogatls (far left, In front of room) during the journalism and writing panel. Columbia students in the ''ork inu.
process, the ideal opportunity might
be right under your nose, as her tryout
world . Addi tionallY. students can
assignment at Pionee r Press, a large chain of s uburban requires some improvisation and a lot of risk.
atten d career workshops and conferences-and recei'e di snewspapers, illustrated.
" I basically stumbled into almost e ve ry job I' ve ever counts on contin uing education opportuni ties and at par" I basically had my clips from the school paper and had," sa id DeRogati s, who has made a home on two sep- ticipating museums. reta ilers and restaurants
the story of how I got a quote from Michael Jordan in the arate occasions in New York, Minnesota, and Chicago.
Students can receive more information on tht! A lumni
Bulls ' locker room once to go on," Willingham said. "The only time I actually moved with a job in tow was Network by contacti ng the Office of Alumni Relations at
"Suddenly, I was being asked to cover high schoo l foot- when I went to Rolling Stone, a nd look how that turned (311) 344-7472. or b0 e-mailing Levin at jle, in@' popball games. I had to learn as I was going a long."
out. "
mail .colum .t:du.
Today, Willingham covers high schoo l sports full ti me
DeRogati s was fired fro m Rolling Stone in 1996 for

By Billy O'Keefe
Editor-in-Chief

Class and campus life at Columbia: All good? Almost
By Billy O'Keefe
Editor-in-Chief
Don't let the good news get to your heads, Columbia
staffers; you're not off the hook just yet. You ' rejust on a
bit of a roll.
A survey of 144 students conducted by the Chronicle
s hows that, while life at 600 South m ay not be all strawberries and sundaes, students are generally pleased with
their e xperience at Columbia.
Leading the praise parade: an overwhe lming support
of the classroom experience.
A commanding 94 percent of those polled said that
they found their instructors to be generally helpfu l, while
the rest found the faculty to be helpful when pushed.
Asked if their experiences in class had yielded at least
some reward, all but one student said yes .
" It's kind of hard to catch my instructors because a lot
of them are part-timers," says freshman Todd Fuksa, a
film/video major. "But they usually give students an
office number or something, and they are helpful whenever I call."
As in the past, questions about the registration process
delivered more than a few grumbles, althoug h more than
40 percent of those polled said they either had no prob•. !em with or liked the current process. For tile most part,
students said that Columbia's registration facilities,

which do not include te lephone or Web registration, arc
need lessly complicated and move too s low.
Columbia veterans and uppe rclassmen kept their critici sm of registration to the bare minimum, often agreeing
that the process "seemed to take an e te rnity," as senior
adverti sing major Kwasi Wi lson put it.
But in the case of freshmen and some new s tudents ,
the qualms often ran much deeper.
"In the film de partment, after I s igned up for an
appo intment, the teacher blew me off a nd went to lunch,
because he didn't notice that I was in the otlicc waiting, "
said freshman film/video major Heathe r Johnson.
Still , students' assessment of the registra tion process
pales in comparison to their views on Columbia's financial aid services , which more than one stude nt dubbed "a
complete nightmare."
Stude nts were asked to grade several of Columbia's
services, including academic advising, quality of materials and financia l aid. Among the I 02 stude nts who voiced
their opinions on Columbia's financ ia l aid process, the
average grade was a D+, compared to an A- for classes
and an e ven B for acade mic advis ing.
"It was complete he ll ," says one junior, who asked to
remain name less. " I m ade several appo intme nts to sec
someone in financial aid, and I was blown off, misunderstood or ignored more times than I can remember.
"The financial aid staff has got to be the most incompetent group of people I have ever met. They 're s low,

unorganized, unfrie nd ly and completely st upid ."
Despite s tude nts' issue s w ith the f-in a nci al A id
Depa rtment, nearly two-thirds of those polled said that
getting he lp at and getting around Colum bia is generally
easy. Another third found it to be tric ky at times. but no
one felt that it was espec iall y ditlicult.
" I took the time to walk around the school. and no" I
have no trouble," sa ys Web design major l.eonce Bow ie.
a junior. "It 's very easy to get help ."

Johnson concurs- so mewhat.
"I ended up going to fo ur diffe rent p laces to get and
answer to a question I had ," she says. "But I did lind "hat
I wanted ."
Perhaps surpri sing ly, students s aid that they were gene rally satislied with the community atmos phe re around
Columbia.
" I guess it all de pends," says sophomore Les lie
Michaels, a liction writing m ajor. " I' m not really looking
for that who le community sort of thing, so I don ' t mind if
there a ren't student centers and stuff available to us."
Many stude nts agreed- but don 't cancel those expans ion plans just yet, folk s.
" I don't mind the quie t e nvironme nt too muc h
because there's s till s tufl to do," says lrcshman Donna
Weathers. "But that doesn't mean I do n' t want the m to do
more.
" When's tha t tood court coming, anyway?"

News and Notes
Columbia names Johnson as the Director
of Creative and Print Services
Mary Johnson has been appointed the new Director of Creative
and Print Services at Columbia.
Johnson is a repeated national award-winning graphic designer
who will continue to produce award-winning designs as well as
lead the department's focus on customer service with the intent of
strengthening departmental relationships.
Joining Johnson's staff are Sarah Faust, a designer and photographer who previously worked for Steve Liska and Assoc.
where she was involved in book, ad and print material designs;
and Andrea Lathe r, a creative designer who comes from
McConnell and Assoc .. where she worked in marketing and advertising design.
In another departmental news, Carroll Kerr will take a more
active role in the management of the Print Shop and a new production coordinator and an administrative assistant will be hired
shortly to manage the process among creative designers, vendors,
print shop personnel and the departments.
The former d1rector for the creative and print services, Gordon
Bieblerly. has become a member of the Management Information
Systems team. He is currently contributing to the development of
a new Intranet Web site to disseminate important college information .

Victor Skrebneski elected to Columbia's
board of trustees
Victor Skrebneski has been elected to Columbia's Board of
Trustees.
Skrebnesk11s a wor1d renowned fashion photographer who has
been long involved with Columb1a. A native Chicagoan. Skrebneski
was awarded an honorary doctorate degree from Columbia at
wh1ch t1me the V1ctor Skrebneski Fash1on Scholarship was established.
Tnroughout h !S 40-yea r career. Skrebneski 's work has been
published in major magazmes throughout Amenca and Europe.
His photography has been published in several books and
exhibited in galleries and museums throughout the world. His innovative creat1vity has made him a leader in photographing images
assoc1ated w1th all forms of fashion .

Job Opportunities on the horizon for minority
journalists at Northwestern University
Northwestern University's Med1ll School of Journalism is seekIng applicants for its Academy for Alternative Journalism. a recently established program des1gned to recruit and train talented
minority writers for work 111 the alternative press.
The academy wants to promote the weekly alternative press as
a career option and to train young mino rity journalists in the skills
they value, such as literary and narrative journalism , investigations, arts and culture writ1ng, and personal expression .
Ten students will be chosen to pa rticipate in an eight-week
course des1gned to qualify them for jobs or internships at more
than 120 urban weeklies. The course will take place from June 19
to Aug . 11 , 2000 and participants will be paid a stipend of $2,500.
Many famous writers will be teaching the course. including Alex
Kotlowitz. author of There Are No Children Here; Clarence Page.
syndicated column 1st at the Chicago Tribune ; and Mary Mitchell, a
Sun-Times columnists.
Applicants must have taken at least the basic journalism courses and have completed their junior year of college by summer
2000.
To request an application. contact Stephan Garnett at 773-46857 11 or s-garnett@nwu.edu.

Survey: Most freshmen feel unprecedented
stress adjusting to college life
College is proving to be a stressful endeavor for a iecord number of college freshman .
More than 30 percent of freshman polled during their first month
on campuses across the country said they felt overwhelmed by
what they had to do.
Many blame Increased family and financial responsibilities for
their h!Qh levels of stress One out of four students is expecting to
worl: full-t1me while attend1ng college, which is a record number.
More women than men responded that they are feeling overwhelmed. perhaps becauw female students reportedly spend
rnore tirne study1ng, participat ing in school clubs, and doing volunUler worll
Mal'! freshman, on the other hand . log moro hours exercising,
wat£-hlflg telev1810n . party1ng and play1ng video games. all methods
of ea"ng stress

Bill Manley/Chronicle

Mary Graham, of the Henry Hampton Floral Center, arranges flowers for Valentine's Day.

Colleges adjust to accommodat~
non-traditional students
By Kimberly A. Brehm
Campus Editor
Fresh-faced high schoo l graduates pour onto college campuses across the nation every fall, eager for
their fi rst taste of freedom and to get away from mom
and dad. But these teen-agers should beware- M om
and Dad, in all likelihood. will be seated right next to
them .
·
T he demographics on college campuses have
changed dramatically. In 1997, th~ most recent statistics avail ab le, 42 percent of all students in college
were "nontrad itional students," according to the
National Ce nter for Education Statistics (NCES). In
1973. nontraditional students only made up 12 percent.

Nontrad itional students. who arc also referred to
as adult, reentry or returning students, arc defined as
anyone who is 25 years of age or older, married. a parent. or has been out of school for at least three years.
T hese students. increasing in number every semester.
arc changing the way courses arc bei ng offered at
community colleges and uni versities nationwide.
" T he average student at our uni versity is in his or
her carly-30s," said K aren Gersten, associate dean of
the University College at Roosevelt. ''Our base stu•
dents are adults."
"Over 40 percent of oul students arc over 25 years
old," said Doug Murphy, assi stant dean of the School
for L earning at DePaul University.
Co lleges must be understanding of the special
needs and concerns of nontraditional students in order
to entice them to enroll at their school. Nontraditional
students typically have to maintain full-time employment, a fami ly and other responsibi lities of adult life.
Colleges must consider these needs in order to successfully maintain this ever-growing demographic
group of students.
First. colleges must keep in mind the reasons that
moti vate adults into returning to school. These students invariably have different reasons for unending
college than the " typ ical" student.
The average person now changes j obs 8.6 times
between the ages of 18 and 32. according to the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Changing job positions or
career changes often forces adults to get additional
education in order to survive or ndvunce in the job
market.
Muny nontrudltlonul students come hack to school
to complete cducutionul p ursuits they bugnn years
hc fi>rc when they were of truditionnl tl gC. They mny
huve dropped out nf school previously for lltck of

funds, motivation, or maturity.
Other reasons to return to school i nclude fam i ly
transitions, such as divorce or death, and se lf-fulfill,
ment, according to the NCES.
" M any of our students are going back to school to
improve themselves or for a love of learni ng," said
Murphy. " Most come back for reasons related to their
careers- they want a promotion or a career change."
Second, colleges and universities must determine
what they can do in order to ful fill the reasons adults
return to college, while at the same time making it as
easy and less stressful as possible.
Schools are offeri ng a wide array of solutions to
the problems many adults face when returning for college classes. There are distance learning classes,
evening and weekend classes, on-campus child care
centers and emergency locator systems. Even the federal government is hel ping adults return to co llege by
implementing the Tax Relief Act of 1997. All of these
offerings are helping to change the face of the " typical " college student.
" We try to help adults who are work ing towards a
degree," said Chuck Freilich. coordinator of
Continuing Education at Columbia. "People interested
can work at their own pace by planning out their academic curriculum with an academic advisor."
Distance learning classes have grown at an exceptional rate since 1996, when they were fi rst offered.
Currently, there are at least three million distant learners nationwide, attending one of the 54,000 onlineeducation offered in 1998. Forty-four percent of higher-education institutions arc offeri ng distance learning
classes, up from 33 percent in 1995, according to
NCES.
Distance learning is any learning that takes place
with the instructor and the student geographically
remote from each other. T here are numerous ways to
deli ver distance learni ng courses: by mail (correspondence). e-mai l. television. radio. satellite and the
I nternet. It is the ri s~ of the Internet. which is widely
popular and accessible and allows educational content
to be posted and tmnsmittcd fairly easily. that has
launched the growth of distance teaming. M ost adults
find distance lcumi ng an ideal way to tlarn college
credits.
"Distance learning classes allow students to take
courses w ithout comi ng to 11 classroom," said Gersten.
"We ofli:r about 1.000 distnnco luantinl! courses per
ycnr and they nrc incredi bly success fill."
Distance learners do as well or bclttur i n their
courses than trndltionnl students. and surprisinaly,
internet with the ins1n1ch'f moru thnn th<Jir campus-
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them," she satd. "That's how you Jearn.
Assistant Photography Editor
Not only does she watch the many actors and actresses on
TV and in films, she pays attention to camera composition and
Erica Hubbard, native of Chicago and a Columbia graduate, the writing too. She learns what she can. then adds the learned
loves her job. Think about that, she loves her job. How many material 10 her repertoire. Just as a young musician listens to the
et's face it. Wo men mi;rht b~
people can honestly say they enjoy heading to work in the morn- greats, Hubbard soaks up the knowledge of actors such as Tom
known as th e mo re compassio ning? Not many. What does Hubbard do? The real question is Hanks like a spo nge, and then transfers the learned information •
ate sex. the sensiti ve. nurturing
what doesn't she do. You are about to meet a young lady who for her own experiences.
o f the two genders. but yo u kno w what
has an attitude and energy about her profession that should make
Hubbard has not let the lack of African-American pans on
else women arc? Petty- e specially when
television this season lead her
you jealous.
After graduating from
away from her goal. What some
it comes to other wo men . I can say this
Columbia with a major in
African-American actors mig ht
matt e r-o l~ fac tl y fo r
broadcast journalism, she
see as a hindrance to their
two reasons : a) I am
auditioned and won the role
career, Hubbard views it as an
a woman and b) I am
as host of UPN 's children's
opportunity.
just as g uilty as the
" Struggle impro ves you
show " Up 'N Running."
nex t
fe male
of
"Up ' N Running," which
physically," said Hubbard. " If
fallin g prey to perwas recently nominated for
they don' t cast black pans now,
petual pettiness.
two Emmy Awards, is an
that's OK. It just leaves me
I think the seed
more time to work and get beteducational program that
fo r tJ'tis nastiness is
combines learning and fyn
ter, so when the opportunity
born while stro lling
with a variety of different
does arri ve, I'll be ready."
throug h the treac hsubjects from all around
If you speak with Hubbaro,
erous ha lls of midValerie Danner
Chicago. Alongside "Up 'N
she won' t tell you it has been an
schoo l.
Running," Hubbard has also
easy road. She began at an early
Managing Editor dl e/ hig h
whe re fitting in
appe~ red
o n television
age with acting and modeling,
seems to be the
shows such as " ER" and
which then brought her to a
nucleus of life, and where things like the
"Early Edition," And if you
career in broadcast journalism
right clothes and perfect hair are the holy
caught the major motion
and acting.
picture "Light It Up" with
"If you can't accept rejecg rail of teenage life. Yup, the competition
Vanessa Williams, Usher
tion, it's time to get out of the
between the XX chromosomes begin s and
business," explains Hubbard.
Raymond and
Rosario
it seems to branch out in many different
Dawson, you might rememHer advice for broadcast
ways.
ber seeing her cast in a small
journalism majors stems from
It's al most certain I will upset a handpan near the beginning of
her
experience
here
at
fu l of women with this column, but I can
Columbia's TV news program,
the fi lm.
argue my point rather well. Take the local
"Anything I take pan in
"CCEN ."
library, where I work at as an example,
is an accomplishment, and I
Donnie Seals Jr. /Chronicle
" If you can 't get in front of
where 98.9999 percent of the employees
learned a lot about working Erica Hubbard, host of UPN's "Up 'NRunning."
the camera, get behind it. Don't
are women, most of whom are pleasant to
I 2- I 6 hours while working
try to limit yourself to one field.
be around. But friendly smiles can someon 'Light It Up,"' she said.
Try to Jearn everything you can
times be deceiving. When one of our most
As an actress, finding work can be difficu lt in a city that 's about the business," she said. She also emphasizes having the
beloved staff members died of breast cannot widely known for its television and movie productions. ability to write, because broadcasting is not all about how you
cer last month at 4 1, it was as if a part of
While most actresses are packing their bags and what little look on camera.
the library had stopped breathing for a few
money they have to leave for Hollywood, Hubbard is comfortHubbard, a product of Columbia and Chicago, is on her way.
moments . It was almost imposs ible to
able right here in C hicago.
When you love what you do, the negatives are much easier to
imagi ne that place without Patti behind
"There are more and more opportunities arriving here in brush off. When you see someone like Hubbard, you wonder
the c irculation counter.
Chicago for actors and actresses, and besides, my fami ly and how she became so successful at such a young age. It's not that
We all watched Patti's horrendous
she knows all the right people. It's not because it has been her
friends are here," she said.
When asked which people in the business inOuenced her the dream since she was a ch ild. Simply, Hubbard loves what she
two-year struggle with breast cancer. We
most, actresses Angela Bassett and the versatile Meryl Streep does.
watched he r body become frai l with each
came to mind .
round of treatment she rece ived. We all
watched her skin become pale and sa llow.
We all watched as her beautiful auburn
hair slowly fe ll o ut, and it was devastating. The always pe rky Patti was losing
ConUnued from Previous Pa e
steam. And when word o f her passing
trickled throug h the halls of the library,
based contemporaries, according to a study done by the U.S. Freilich. "The accelerated pace is done with the adult learner in
for a moment, we were all sile nt with our
Office of Technology Assessment.
mind. It's more fulfilling for them to complete classes quickly."
"We only allow highly motivated, screened students to attend
Roosevelt also registers their students on the weekends and
grief. But as saddened as we were, it did
distance learning classes and they generally are adults," said the evenings to make even that process as convenient as possible
not take long for the behind-the-scenes
Gersten. "That is why we have such a high success rate."
for those that work fu ll-time.
fighting to begin.
Necessari ly, distance learning classes can be paid for by fedThere is another way that higher education institutions arc
" Yvonne, speak at Patti 's funeral? God
eral and state financial aid. This is a big consideration for adults enticing adult students back to school. For the last decade, many
no. S he bare ly kne w he r; she 's such a
struggling to pay living expenses while attending college. It also colleges have been offering life experience credits towards a colOighty thing anyway. Ma rge speak too?
differs from the rules governing independent learning classes, lege degree. Adults are actually able to get class credit for both job
How dare anybody even consider her to
which students aren' t able to finance with financial aid.
and personal experiences.
eulogize Patti? They parted on bad terrns.
Another way higher-learning institutions are making it easier
"For example, if you have organized a church benefit from
Yvonne asked us to stick around and help
for adults to return to school is by offering on-campus child care beginning to end, that could earn you college credit," said
c lean up after the reception? What a bitch.
centers. Many community colleges and some universities arc Murphy. " If you have traveled and learned a lot about another culShe has no right to do that. "
finding that by providing child care, adult student attendance has ture, that may earn you credit."
Honestly, those are just a sample of
increased dramatically, according to the NCES.
Further, Murphy said, work experience such as research proThat's because the highest number of returning students are jects, management experience, or accounting skills could earn
the behind the sce nes g rum bles that
women, and many are single mothers, according to the U.S. adult business credits.
occurred up until the day of the funeral. I
Census Bureau. Most are enrolling to either change careers or
"You must take I3 core courses at DePaul, but everything else
know because I was involved in vario us
advance in their current positions, but are fearful that they will be is open," said Murphy. "The rest can be transfer credits or life
versions of all three-and then some.
unable to provide adequate child-,care. On-campus child care cen- experience credits. We are very Oexible."
So I sat up on the eve of Patti's fun erters alleviate some of that concern, as mothers know they will be
Roosevelt does one other thing that makes it unique from
al, think ing about how s ick we were
able to check in with their chi Jdren in between classes.
other universities. The school has a program called Partners in
behaving, how even in death, life couldn 't
"Our Schaumburg campus opened an on-campus child care Corporate Education that allows students to take classes at their
be simple. It was j ust another example of
center about two years ago," said Gersten. "It has made a big dif- workplace. For example, Roosevelt has a partnership with the
how nit-picky women can be when it
ference for the students. Even the professors are bringing their Motorola Corporation. Employees of Motorola can attend classes
comes to this competitive edge with other
children in for chi ld care. The child care center has even allowed right after following business hours without ever leaving the
fema les .
the school to offer more classes at different times because moms bui lding. The professors at Roosevelt come to them instead of the
I' m just as g ui lty as the next woman.
no longer have to go to school only when a family member would student traveling to school. College credits for these courses arc
Women
often complain of men be ing
be available to provide child care."
the same as if the student was on-campus. This has made attend"We have had a full-time on-campus day care for several ing school much more convenient for the employees of the corshallow, of them on ly being interested in
years," said Bill Burton, media relations at the University of porations who have joined the partnership.
cup sizes, and to be fa ir, men can be rather
Illinois at Chicago. "The rates are on a sliding scale, based on the
Even the federa l government is doing its share to make returnpetty in their own unique ways . However,
family 's income." This makes the day care affordable to all those ing to school easier for the nontraditional student. The Taxpayer
for every shallow man, there arc just as
who need it.
Relief Act of 1997, which made the Lifetime Learning Credit
many shallow women. And to tell the
Community colleges were the first to offer evening and week- available to every eligible taxpayer, was an acknowledgment that
truth, nobody can cri tic ize or size up a
end classes, but many universities have followed suit. Most high- financing a college education is usually difficult and adults should
woman li ke another woman can.
er-education institutions now try to accommodate adults who are be afforded every opportunity to be able to do so. Adult students
"Did you see he r shoes? Oh no, not
working fu ll-time by offering degree programs with classes exclu- now can get a tax credit of up to $3,000 with the Hope
with that outfit. And her ha ir? I haven't
sively during non-business hours. Some are even condensing Scholarship for the first two years of college tuition and 20 perseen that much Aqua Net since 7th g rade."
courses into nine and six week increments instead of the tradi- cent for the years thereafter.
Of course, there is a lways someone who is
tional 16 weeks, according to the NCES.
In a statement on Aug. 5, I 997, President Clinton reiterated
impeccably groomed that ma kes us sim"We offer an adult degree program that is based on adult learn- his support of continued education when he signed the Relief Act
ing skills," said Gersten. " We offer classes at night and on the into Jaw.
ply want to claw her eyes out in jea lously,
"I have long believed that the tax system should better encourweekends; in fact, some classes meet one weekend per month
fi guratively speaking of course.
instead of weekly. In order for adults to earn a bachelor degree, 90 age investments in college education and job training," said
Who knows why we do it? Maybe it's
semester cred it hours are needed instead of the traditional I20. We Clinton. "This legislation incorporates the key aspects of my proa way of bonding with other female pals;
posals for a $I ,500 Hope Scholarship to make two years of coltry to offer adults an accelerated program to cam their degree."
maybe it 's some deeper thing like projectColumbia too offers an accelerated program for degree-seeki ng lege universally available and a 20 percent tuition credit to make
ing our own insecurities onto other ga ls.
the third and fourth years of college more affordable and to proadults.
Then again, may be it's just plain fun and
"We have classes that meet for six to eight weeks," said mote lifelong learning."
simply human nature .

L
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John. B. .,.,.
President

February 2000
To the Columbia College Community:
I write to comment on the implications of the catastrophic fire at Seton Hall University's
freshman residence hall last month, in which three students died and many were injured
because they ignored a fire alarm, thinking it was a prank.
I cannot stress strongly enough the importance of responding to all fire alarms on .campus
with the utmost seriousness and speed. The potential consequences of ignoring any fire
alarm are too dire to take even the slightest chance. (That said, I ·also wish to stress that any
individual found guilty of activating a false alarm will be subject to criminal action; and·
students will also be subject to severe disciplinary action.) ·
All Columbia College buildings· are properly equipped with fire alarm systems consisting of
smoke detectors and /or heat detectors. The Residence Center has the additional safety
measure of an installed sprinkler system. Although the college has trained staff members in
each building as Fire/Safety Marshals, I ask your cooperation in assuring a safe evacuation
for all occupants by reviewing the following procedures.
I. When confronted by a smoke or fire situation, immediately activate the fire alarm system
located 'on your floor.
2. Proceed to the nearest stairwell and evacuate the building in an orderly fashion. Do not
attempt to use an elevator.
3. Upon exiting the building, move approximately 200 feet away from the doors to allow
access for the fire department.
4. Remain outside the building until you are notified it is safe to return.
l urge all members of the College community to follow these principles of fire safety. The
, ~eton Hal~en how tragic the results of not doing so can be.
.

John B. Duff

600, Sooth Michigan AYenue

Chicago, Illinois 60605 1996

312 663 1600
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Too bad they don't make
one for your heart.
Are you leaving the most important parr of your body exposed? Just because they
say it's safe doesn't mean sex can't be dangerous emotionally. While you're
saying "I love you," your partner may be thinking "I love !I."
Because love, sex and relationsh ips are so central to our lives, we're offering
a free article on these important topics. Call or email us and
ask for "Sex and the Search for Intimacy."

*

(312) 563-0323

RECEIVED

chicagometro@uscm.org

FEB 1 5 2000

www.EverySrudent.com
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Editorial

Who's out
there?
A fe w weeks ago. Chicago Tribune columnist
Bob Greene let his curiosity get the best of him,
and his e-mail box hasn' t been empty since. In his
column. Greene asked anyone who was reading
the Internet edition of the Tribune to click on the
link to the left- bluntly named "e-mail Greene"and say hello. His goal was to find out just who,
o nline or otT, was reading what he was writing.
It's not a very origina l idea, but it is a novel
one. Sure, journalists may be objective and in love
with the facts of the story, and the number one rule
ofjournalism is still to write the story and not be a
part of it. But like any artist, musician or performer, we, too; can' t help but wonder who our
audience is.
So tell us. lf you' re reading this on the Internet,
make like one of Bob Greene's readers and look a
tad to the left . There, you ' ll see a link titled
" Reader Poll." When you ' re a ll done reading, click
on it and gi ve it a whirl, or just send us some email. We know you' re out there ; we just want to
know who you are.
One of the biggest gripes about the Chronicle
is that it sports a "high and mighty" attitude, like a
king keeping a close eye on his fellow students but
never leaving his throne in the process. Through
letters, the online message board and good old
word of mouth, we 've heard students say that the
Chronicle is rigid, stuck-up and generally out of
to uch, that it doesn't know who its readers are.
The problem, ho wever, isn't that we hear those
complaints day in and day out. The problem is that
we don' t. Not even close, in fact.
We' re not asking you to hate us or even dig at
us unnecessarily. But the Chronicle is a learning
em·ironment, and we learn more from the mistakes
we make than the successes we have. Just like so
many performers use the ir fa ns and critics to kee p
them in check, we need o ur readers to do the same.
Otherwise, we'll keep runni ng stories about the UPass and the CTA. since we can on ly assume that
no one minds either way.
So if you're on the Internet and reading thi s,
play around with the reader poll, stop by the message board or send us some e-mail. And if you' re
getting yo ur fingers dirty and reading the
Chronicle the ol d-fashioned way, pay us a visit,
wri te us a letter, or head to the nearest phone and
drop us a li ne.
The worst thing that can happen is that we
won't read what you write. And, curious as we are,
that wil l most likely never be the case.

Why the strip you love to hate
just might maHer to you
ow many ofyou read the "Boondocks" comic strip
by Aaron McGruder? Hmm ... that's a lot of hands.
Well, I'm a big fan of the comic. I remember back
in high school, when I'd make fun of those kids who loved
"Calvin and Hobbes" and wore stupid
T-shirts. Now here I am, years later,
ripping through and tossing up sections of the newspaper, looking for the
"Boondocks" comic and trying to save
money for a "Boondocks" shirt with
Riley on it. Here's the problem:
I work at the Chicago Tribune,
which features McGruder's strip.
When it first appeared, controversy
swirled from a ll directions. More
recently, strips have been removed
from publications across America for
the time being.
Why? Because people, both black
and white, have been complaining
about the way it portrays racial issues and young black youth.
I work in the newsroom, near the message center, which
receives calls from the general public about the paper. People
call in all the time saying that they're going to cancel their
subscription - over a comic strip.
This comic strip comprises less than one percent of the
entire paper, and people are lining up to cancel their subscriptions.
I don' t particularly like reading about the Peanuts gang
and stupid Charlie Brown (mainly because they never give
my boy Franklin any strip time), but that's not enough for me
to cancel my subscription. I just choose not to read it. There
are some people around the country who dislike sports, but
that's no reason to cancel their subscriptions because there's
a sports section. There are even some people who will cancel
their subscriptions because there are no coupons fo r Target or
Sears in the paper that week. This may sound stupid, but it's
happer.ed. I've taken the calls myself.
So there's the problem. And here's the so lution: If you
don 't like it, don' t read it!

H

And that goes for almost everything. If you ' re not a fan
of the TV show "Friends," Sean " Puffy" Combs o r even
Lucky Charms cereal, you don't have to watch, listen to or
eat them.
We live in a country where we have the choice - better
yet, the freedom - to read, watch and eat what we want. So
it frustrates me when people censor what I enjoy.
To those of you who 've seen "The People vs. Larry
Flynt" and remember Edward Norton's speech in the courtroom, you know what I'm talking about. Who are you to say
what I can or can't read? Who are you to say what's appropriate or not?
As far as the comic goes, I think there' s a need for more
strips that deal with real issues like race relations in a
straight-forward manner. Why do people want to bob and
weave around the friction between black and white people?
The reaction to the " Boondocks" just shows that some
people in America just want to sweep this issue under the carpet and not deal with it. The black people that complain about
the "Boondocks" are scared of the way they're portrayed in
the strip. And then there are the guilt-ridden white fo lks that
read the stuff and get mad the same way as when they see a
documentary on slavery and say "That was so long ago; why
do they have to keep bringing that back up?"
Aaron doesn't sugarcoat his strip, which is very humorous and yet still has a point. He brings up everyday occurrences that people can relate to.
Some people have said it's ju§t a way to poke fun at white
people, but I disagree. People assume the strip is just an
inside joke for black people because the strip is based on
black characters. I don' t know about you, but I think the
comic pages in papers across America could use some color
(I don' t know how many of you have read the comic
"Jumpstart," but it's terrible).
Now, even if you don 't read the " Boondocks", that's fine.
But remember that if you support the way they' re censoring
everything, something you enjoy cou ld be next.

Free Jolly Jenkins! Check out the "Boondocks " at
www.boondocks. net.

BEffiE BAILEY WOULD NEVER SAY THAT: A typical day In the Boondocks.

Question: Who would you like to be your Valentine?
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J11011 Johnson
lllterllc:tln Multlmedllll Frlllwnlln
"I want Jennifer Lopez to be my
Valentine because she has a nice
ass."
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Jennifer Scott

Lester Barrett

Josette Youssef

Photocr11phy I Frtthm1111
'Beck! I just saw him in concert
and he's an amazing performer. I
love his mind."

PhotOCrllphJ I Fmhman
' It would have to be the tennis
player Serena Williams. She's
got a nice body and she grunts
when she hits that ball."

Fllm/S.Ior

Editoriolo ••• 11111 opinion• of I~•• F.dllorlni l1oard of Tim Col11111blu
Columns are lhe opinion• of 111e 1uthor(a).
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' The poet ee Cummings. He
writes such romantic poetry.•

Lo«•,. to the Editor must Include your 11111 n~tme. V1'•r. mftjor, lnd

u phone number. All letters 111 edited for grtmm~r 11\d mey be cut dU<t
10 lhe limited Amount of spRee nveiiRbi• .

Vlewl uprelled In tl1l1 publlcotlon 1<1 tho. . ol thl writer 11\d
••• not the opinion• of The Columb/1 Chronicle, Columbi1'1
Journollom Oeper1ment or Cofumbil College Chlc1go.

L•«•,. con be lued to ua G 312-344..032, • ·melted to lltte,.Qccchronlcle.com or melleCJ to Till Co/llfflbM ~ do
~or:r' To The Editor, 123
W1baeh Ave., Sui..
Chicago, 1\.
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U.S. _
Should Stay Out Of Kidnapping Business
By umanda Lewis
Colorado Daily
Since when did the American government get into the kidnapping business? Unless you've been in a coma, the name Elian
Gonzalez is as fami liar to you as those of your next of kin. The tyke,
who survived an amazing ordeal at sea when he, his mother, stepfather and others tried to defect from Cuba, has become the center
of a political mess. It seems that relatives, dispatched by the boy's
father to care for him and then send him home, have decided that
his interest will best be served if he does not return to the island
nation.
. Enter the government. If this boy were American, there' d be no
question about where he belongs. In America, we believe that children belong with their parents. Few, if any, questions are ever asked
about a person's ability to parent. We aren't cenified or given classes to ensure that we' re fit to raise children. We just have chi ldren,
and the world prays that we can handle the responsibi lity.
The community depends on social-service agencies to assess the
skills of parents who seem to be having trouble parenting. Those
agencies routinely leave children with natural parents who are only
nominally able to care for themselves, much less thei r children. The
law of this land is: "Nature supercedes nunure." Though a child
might face a chil dhood of poveny or be raised in questionable
mora l situations, we 've decided that that doesn' t give the government can e blanche to remove him from his home.
This having been s~ id , it follows that aunts, uncles, and other
re latives have no say in the care and disposition of a child found to
have at least one suitable parent. Even grandparents, presumably
those who have raised a child's parents, have few if any rights when
it comes to their grandchildren. Presently, the Supreme Coun is
considering a case brought by paternal grandparents who have been
den ied visitation with their grandchildren by the children's mother.
Though the state of Washington has ruled that the grandparents do
have a right to visitation, the Supreme Coun seems wary of telling
parents who they must allow to have access to their children.

From the Chronicle Mailbag
e d i t o r
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Many conservative fam il ial-rights groups fi led briefs with the
high coun on behalf of the child's mother, fearing that a ruling in
favor of the grandparents would erode parental rights. This last
po int makes the Gonzalez case seem even more curious.
Republicans, who trumpet themse lves as members of the pany that
safeg uards familial rights, heavily populate these conservative
groups. However, expatriated Cubans, who en-masse seem to think
that American laws regarding Cuban immigration are unfair. overwhelmingly vote Republican . Therefore, the " family" pany finds
itself fighting to keep a child away from his father.
I can't say that I th ink sending a child back to a country with no
real economic plan and therefore, no discernible future, isn' t a difficult decision. However, children all over the world are born under
political regimes that America considers unsavory. In this country,
children toil at or below the poven y level, and whi le we pay lip
service to the tragedy of their plight, we pay $40 million to understand the president's sex life.
This child has what many other children would love to have:
namely a father and grandparents who love him and who, by all
accounts, have done well by him . Can it be said that they are less
decent that any of us because they were born in Cuba and have not
attempted to defect? Though it has been repon ed that Elian has
asked to stay in this country, what child wouldn ' t say the same thing
if plied with new toys and trips to Disney World? Besides, under the
laws of this country, he isn' t old enough to know what he wants. It
seems that Republicans, who a week ago were leading the charge to
introduce a bi ll before Congress to grant the boy citizenship, are
now becoming leery of the ramifications of that act.
There are undoubtedly reasons this boy's mother and stepfather
took to the sea in a desperate attempt at defection . Unfon unately,
they drowned trying, while Elian was picked up at sea. The law says
he must be returned to C uba. Hopefully, our gove rnment will come
to its senses and do what the Immigration and Naturalization
Se rvice has ruled sho uld be done: reunite Elian with his father. I
don't think our government should be in the kidnapping business.
<!:1 Colorado Daily, 2000
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Hello, Quincy!

Bill Manley
Donnie Seals Jr.
Assistant Photography Editor

Dear Chronicle,
He llo and congratulations o n having a spectacular publication.
I'm looking at it on the Internet, but from what I see, it's a great
publication.
I'm a college student that had plans to attend Columbia, but at
the last minute decided to go away to school. Now I'm here at
Quincy University in Quincy, Il l. and I can't wait to transfer to
Columbia next fall.
I'm majoring in journalism and I'm the assistant spans ed itor
of the paper here. I was a little worried about what kind of publication I would be getting invol ved with when I got to Columbia,
but I see you all are running a legitimate one.
From everything with the viewpoints to the spans, your publication is great. I wanted to show suppon, because I know how
much hard work it is to put together a paper, so I can empathize.
Continue doing the fine job that you all are doing, and never forget we're the voice of the people.

Amy Azzarito
Copy Chief
Carrie Brittain
. Copy Editor
Katie Celani
Copy Editor
Ryan Adair
Copy Editor
Jim Sulski
Faculty Adviser

Mario A. Reed V.V.G
@quincy.edu

Corrections &
Clarifications
• In t he Ja n. 10, 2 000 issue of the Chronicle, we re porte d
that Columbia's Da nce Ce nte r has pres e nte d Da nceAfrica
Chicago,.t he largest fe stiva l of African and African-American
da nce in North America , s ince 1991 (" Dance Center pre pa res
to move to the South Loop"). In fact, DanceAfrica has be e n presente d s ince 1998 by the Offi ce of Community Arts
Partnerships.
.
In the same story, the Dance Ce nter's annual a tte nda nce
wa s estimated to be around 35,000. The correct yearly atte ndance for the Dance Cente r is 16 ,000.
Julie Simpson, producing director of DanceAfrica Chicago,
pointed out the errors.
• On page 2 the Jan. 18, 2000 issue of the Chronicle, the
Reading Center was m is identified as the Writing Ce nter. Oops.
The members of the Chronicle staff regret the errors.

All Columbia students are invited to
write a guest column, not just staff writ·
ers and journalism majors.
If you would like to s ubmit a guest column of no less than 600
words, or if you have any q uestions a bout s ubmitting your work
to Viewpoints, call Billy O'Keefe a t (312) 344-7256, or e-mail
him at mrbilly@mrbilly.com. Not a ll columns can be guaranteed
publication, but everybody's work will be read and considered.

A

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-pro·
duced publication of Columbia College
Chicago and does not necessary repre·
sent, in whole or in part, the views of
Columbia College administrators, faculty
or students.
Columbia Chronicle articles; photos and
graphics are the property of the Columbia
Chronicle and may not be reproduced or
published without written permission
fromthe editor-in-Chief or faculty adviser.
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Special Series

Chronicle of Black History
A special three-part series on important Aji'ican-Americans in the fields ofArt, Literature, Music, Photography, Sports and Politics
many African traditions and European
influences.
In the 19th century there were few
black artists, many weren't allowed to
study art, or even learn how to read.
Joshua Johnson was one of the first
black artists in America, and during the
peak of his career, he was one of the
By Rob Hart
top painters in Baltimore.
Photography Editor
Very few details are known about the
life of Johnson, but we do know that
almost 80 paintings have been attribfte r completing two classes in the History of Art
and two classes in History of Photography, one
uted to him. Jo hnson was born into
would think that you would have a competent
slavery around 1763, as the son of a
understanding of visual art in our world. After having the white man and a black woman. He
day off for Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday, I began to
was purchased by his father from the
think about the upcoming black history month.
owner of his mother when he was a
I posed a question to a photographer who had taken all one-year-old. Johnson was freed fro m
slavery in 1782, and was a portrait
of the required art and photo history classes, "Can you
name any black artists or photographers?" After about 30 painter from 1796 to 1824.
minutes of dialogue we came up with photographer
Most of his work was commissioned
Gordon Parks and painter Jean-Michel Basquiat. I was
portraits of wealthy people and porso ashamed that at Columbia, a very diverse school , that
traits of freed slaves, s ince by 1815 the
I could only name two African-American artists.
number of free African-Americans outA question that I hear often in February is, why is
numbered the slave population in
Black History Month the shortest month of the year?
Baltimore, MD.
Many peop le
Henry Ossawa Tanner
think that is just
was one of the fi rst black
another way to
painters to gain acclaim
make it seem less
in America in the 1960s,
important.
although he was a famous
February actua lly
painter in France during
has historical sighis li feti me 1859- 1937.
nificance.
The story of Tanner's li fe
In 19~6 . the
is the biggest proof of
first "Negro
how America looked at
History Week"
minorities and didn't
was invented by
allow them to participate
Carte r Godwin
in many things that were
Woodscm to
reserved for "White
showcase and
America."
celebrate the
Tanner was born in
often fo rgotten
Philadelphia and began
experiences of
painting when he was 17,
blacks in
and four years later
America. Thi s
enrolled in the presti"The Banjo Lesson" Tanners painting shows a positive image.of a touching
week was chosen
gious Pennsylvania
moment of an elder teaching a young boy how to play the banjo. The banjo
because the
Academy of Fine Arts.
holds significance to African-Ameriean history because it originated in
bi rthdays of
the o ldest art school in
Afriea and was used in religious ceremonies.
Abraham Lincoln
America , where he was
and Fredrick
work.
the only black student at the time.
Douglas fell
Edmonia Lewis is known to be the first woman of
In 1888, Joseph C. Hartzell, a bishop
Henry Ossawa Tanner; " Angels Appearing Before the
close wgether, as Shepherds" (1910), shows delieate, otherworldly
from Cinci nnati, Ohio, who helped Tanner
mixed African-American and Native- American descent
well as the
open
a
photographic
studio
in
Atlanta,
to
become a popular sculptor. Lewis was born around
Ga
.,
angels hovering over a landscape that engulfs the
founding of the
1843, her father was African-American and her mother
arranged a one-man show in Cincinnati.
tiny human figures.
NAACP.
was a member of the Ojibwa community. Although
Ham..: II bought the entire collection of
It wasn't until
paintings and allowed Tanner to travel to
Lewis was an orphan and grew up with the Native1972 that the week was renamed "Black His tory
American tribe, her brother insisted she attend college.
Paris to enroll in the Academic Julian in Paris in 1891 .
Week," and expanded into a whole month in 1976. In
Tanner began to paint with lighter colors and focused on
In 1859, Lewis was enrolled in Oberlin College, a
1978 the U.S. Postal Service began issuing special
the mystical and elusive qualities of li fe, to give his
major center for the abolitionist movement. Lewis was
stamps for Black History Mo nth that highlighted many
painting a dramatic and inspirational appeal. He painted
accused of attempted murder when two girls got sick
important African-Americans.
mostly landscapes of Paris and Biblical scenes.
from drinking wine that Lewis alleged ly served, and she
Since the arrival of Africans in America there have
was also accused of stealing paintbrushes when a teacher
Paris was a place that Tanner was able to work and
been many important artists; however, they were not
found some missing. Lewis wasn't permitted to graduate
exhibit his work without the racial barriers that existed
given credit for many great works like the iron work in
in America in the late 1890's. He won many awards from and moved to Boston in 1863.
New Orleans' French Quarter to Thomas Jefferson's
She fi rst got a taste of sculpture when abolitionist
the exhibitions in the Paris Salons including a medal in
Monticello' home. Black-American artists combined
William Lloyd Garrison introduced her to sculptor
1897, and the French government purchased the pa intEdward Brackett, and quickly bec;ame her mentor.
ing, a rare occurrence for an
American artist.
.
She first started to make medallions of C ivil War
Tanner's career and reputaheroes. One of her most famous was a bust of Colone l
Robert Gould Shaw, a young man from Boston, who led
tion as an artist grew and he
stayed true to his artistic style
an all black battalion against the Confederate soldiers.
amid a changing art world in
Lewis moved to Rome and established a studio there in
France. Dada, Cubism, Post
1865. The peak of her career was when Lewis created
Impressionism, and many
The Death of C leopatra and entered it into the
Philadelphia Centennia l Exposition of 1876.
other new forms of painting
were becoming the new thing
This sculpture now rests in the Smithsonian, but for
in art. He was made a
years was shuffied around C hicago and was sold from a
saloon on C lark St. in 1892, then was bought as a monuChevalier of the Legion of
Honor and in 1927, Tanner
ment for a horse track in Forrest Park because the
became the fi rst black
owner's favo rite horse was name Cleopatra. In 1980, a
American in the National
lire inspector fou nd it in a salvage yard.
This piece is as mysterious as Lewis herself, who disapAcademy of Design.
Tanner was also the first
peared around 191 1 in Rome and was never heard from
African-American painter to
after. There have been many impor18nt black artists in
have a painting chosen for the the 20th century that made very important work, and
art collection of the White
there are museums being erected all over the country that
House . It seems that color
specialize in African-American art.
The DuSable Museum of African-American art in Hyde
barriers kept many Americans
from seeing this work. Thirty
Park is a great example of one of these museums. People
years after his death, America
everywhere are beginning-to understand the importance
discovered Tanner when the
of some early African-Americans artists.
Smithsonian exhibited several
of his paintings.
Thi s was the first solo ex hibition of an African-American Photographs
artist in America. In 199 1 the
courtesy of:
Philadelphia Museum of Art,
in the city of his birth,
www.llunet.edu,
"The Westwood Children" c. 1807 depicts the youn& children of John end IIIII'Jiret amassed a large retrospective
www.smlthsonlanmag.com
Westwood
of Tanners
This special three-part series will highlight the input af
African-Americans in our collective history that ofiemimes
is overlooked in traditional classes and showcases important African-Americans in the fields of Art. Literature.
Music. Photography. Sports, and Politics.
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African 11eritase Month
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Calendar of Events
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F'e.~ruar::;~7-Mareb 2

T~uJa:~, F'~br\:la~ 22

ENNEAD: A Nine Patch Quilt Exhibition
Hokin Annex
*February 16 Gallery Reception
4:00-6:00 p.m.

Urban Music Management Workshop
623 Wabash, Rm . 311
Time: TBA
WeJncsJa::~, F'ebruar~

F'rlJa::~. F'~~ruar!:J 4

DanceAfrica Chicago 2000
"In the Spirit"
Department on Aging
6117 S. Kedzie
1:30-2:30 p.m.
Mom:!a::~, F'~hr~ar::~7

DanceAfrica 2000
"Stop Time" Ensemble w/Maggie Brown
Museum of Science of Industry
10: 15-11:15 a.m.
VVcdncida~.F'c~ruar::~l~

African Heritage Opening Reception
Ethnic Heritage Ensemble
Hokin Gallery
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Thur&Ja~, F'chruar~ 17

Documentary: Buffalo Soldier
Hokin Gallery
12:00-1:00 p.m.

23

Lecture
Mary Mi\chell, Chicago Sun-Times,
Columbia Alumna
Hokin Armex
12:00 p.m.
Th~r.sda!:J• F'ebrua~ 24
Documentary: Thelonious Monk
Hokin Gallery
12:00- I :00 p.m.

Tl:'lUJa!:J, Fc.ltruat;J 2q

Spoken Word Performance
Co-sponsored by Fiction Writing Dept.
Hokin Annex
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Thur.sda!:I,Marcl, 2

Closing Event
Malachi Thompson Ensemble/Trumpeter
Hokin Annex
3:00-5:00 p.m.

SaturJa!:J,F'chruar~lq

Urban Credo
3rd Annual Chicago Black History
Month Book Fair
South Shore Cultural Center

S,.on&ored &.!i the Offices ofMlnorlt!i A!fllln and
!+udenf f:4f~
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Hey Columbia College S-tuden-ts
Argo Federal S avings B ank
Is the bank f or YOU!
•

We are close - across the street in D earbom Sta tion
- ( 47 W . Polk St.)

Our Accounts are great

Co p e n with only

.

$Ioo.oo)

Checking with no minimum bal ance
a nd no monthly fee
S avin gs w ith jus t a $ 100.00 minimum.

ATM card vvhile you vvait.
•

Convenient Hours -

•

W e vvill t reat you like a n adult.

•

And we have a g r ea-t S urviva l bag for You !

9: 00 to 6 :0 0 Monday - Friday
9 :00 t o 1 :00 on Saturday

Bring you r Drive rs L icens e alon g wi th your s tudent Id or regis tration papers

FDI C I nsured

February

14, 2000
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Students

Academic Excellence Award
$1.500 for one semester (Fall, 2000).
This scholarship is for full-time
students with a 3.0 cumulative grade
point average and at least 24 credit
hours earned at Columbia College.

Deadline: March 1 , 2000

Applicat ions are available at:
Rnancial Aid Office,
600 S. Michigan, Room 303
Student Affairs Office ,
600 S. Michigan . Room 300
Academic Advising.

623 S. Wabash, Room 300

0

a r s h
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David Rubin Trustees'
Scholarship

Hermann Conaway
Scholarship

The David R. Rubin Scholarship
Program was established to assist
outstanding full-time students at
Columbia College defray tuition
costs. Scholarship awards are
based on academic achievement
and demonstration of financial need.

$2.000 for one academic year
($1 ,000 awarded in Fall , 2000 and
$1.000 awarded in Spring. 2001).
This scholarship is for out st anding
full-time students who have
demonstrated leadership ability
on Columbia's campus or beyond.

$2.500 maximum award per
academic year ($1.250 awarded Fall,
2000 and $1.250 awarded Spring.
2001). This scholarship helps
medically and financially challenged
students complete an undergraduate
degree. (Part-time st udents are
eligible to apply.)

The total amount of the award
is $2000 for one academic year;
$1000 awarded in Fall, 2000
and $1000 to be awarded in
Spring 2001.

Deadline: April 3, 2000

Deadline: April 3 , 2000

Hillary Kalish Scholarship

Deadline: April 14, 2000
Cotumbra College Chrcago admrts students

wrthout regard to age. color. creed. se)(. rehgron.
handrcap. drSatlrhty. sexual oncntat10n. and

natrona! or ethnrc ongm

r

,

1 Student Parking Rate 1
I
I
I
I
Day or Night
I
I
I
RECEIVED I
1
7t h Street 6arage COL.~,?.~.~t':'~~ARY I
710 8. Wabash
I (Next to Brudno .l\rt Supply on Wabash) I
FEB 1 5 2000

L

.J
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INSIDE THE WORLD OF ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

VITALI

LIVE AND LUSCIOUS

By Chris Novak
Assistant Editor

Back in the late '60s, whe n basketball player Lucious Jackson, better known
as "Luscious Jackson," was playing basketball for the Philadelphia 76ers, three
women , who would later take on his namesake in music were born-- Jill Cunniff,
Gabby Glaser and Kate Schellenbach.
Cunniff and Glaser gave birth to Luscious Jackson in 1991, which was for the
most part, an extremely event packed year for them. Not only did they produce
their own demo from tip money saved, but also, later that year, they became the
first group to be signed to the Beastie Boys' label, Grand Royal. Despite all of
that. they managed to play thei r first live performance, as the opening act for the
Beastie Boys and Cypress Hill.
In 1992, Luscious Jackson released their first album, In Search of Manny,
which contained three of the demo tracks. They followed with Natural
Ingredients in 1994, which contained the song. "Here." "Here" became part of
the "Clueless" soundtrack in 1995, which was the first major mainstream breakthrough for Luscious Jackson in America.
Luscious Jackson released their third CD. Fever In Fever Out in 1996, Fever
In Fever Out contained perh aps their most famous song thus far, "Naked Eye."
The song excelled in the charts, and eventually broke into the top 40. With the
help of "Naked Eye ." Fever In Fever Out went gold. Due to the success of
Fever In Fever Out, Luscious Jackson did an ad for the GAP, which was voted
the most popular TV ad of 1997. And how were they paid for this ad? In GAP
gift certificates. of cou rse .
Luscious Jackson have played many shows in their careers. and every one
that I have had the pleasure of attending has been amazing. They have performed headlining tours with great opening acts such as Chibo Matte and have
even opened for REM. They performed at the Lilith Fair this past year. and for
the past two years. have been one of the numerous bands to play at the Tibetan
Freedom Concert.
In 1999-2000 , Luscious Jackson released the ir fourth LP, Electric Honey , a
catchy blend of urban and pop music. Throughout 1999, they headlined tours in
support of Electric Honey. They are currently opening for Smash Mouth on the
Yahoo: Out Loud Tour, wh ich will arrive in Chicago, at the Aragon Ballroom on
Feb. 20.

By Martina Sheehan
Assistant Editor

_

"Hot Dishes, Cool Tunes" is the
motto at Wicker Park's Thai
Lagoon restaurant. Besides offering a variety of fiavorful pan-Asian
dishes, this trendy vegetarianfriendly eatery boasts an enviable
lounge and ambient soundtrack to
complete your dining experience.
While enjoying the music,
mood-inspiring candle light, and
interesting artwork , guests can
peruse a diverse menu featuring
everything from Thai favorites such
as Shumai Dumplings. Pad Thai
and Green Curry to Vietnamese
Spring Rolls or Japanese Miso
Soup. The cozy 12-table seating
area and reason able prices do
keep Thai Lagoon crowded on the
weekends, but the delicious food
and relaxing atmosphere make the
wait worthwhile. The restaurant 's
location at 2322 W. North Ave.
also makes it easily accessible via
the "L" on the Blue Line.
Patrons ca n initiate their taste
buds with the highly recommended
Gyoza Japan ese dumplings for an
appetizer before feasting on one of
the restaurant's many tasty noodle,
rice, or curry dishes. One major
highlight as far as entrees go is
the Panang Curry ($6.95). It's
made with coconut milk and fresh
basil served in a ri ch, tangy red

cu rry. Another recommendable main dish is the Keemow ($6.25 ), made with
wide chewy noodles sauteed with your choice of meat or tofu, vegetables and
fresh basil. Finally, a generous serving of Thai Lagoon's
unrivaled Tom Yum Soup
with lemongrass, mushrooms
and lime leaves makes a
meal in itself. Because all
meals are made fresh to
order, you can choose
whether you want bee'!,
chicken , pork, seafood or
tofu. You can also decide
whether you 'd prefer your
food mild or fiaming spicy.
.Thai Lagoon also features
a sushi bar, where eight varieties of sushi can be made
fresh to order. Sushi prices
range from $6.25 for
California and vegetarian
rolls to $7 .50 for tuna/avocado and salmon/avocado rolls.
Besides the various raw
fish rolls, the Popeye Maki
really stands out with egg,
red pepper, spinach and
sesame all rolled and cut in to
colorful little circular slices
that are almost too cute to
eat.
The restaurant is open
until 10 p.m. on weekdays
and until 11 p.m. on Fridays
and Saturdays . Lunch specials are available during the
week. Feel free to bring your
own alcohol for a $2 corking
fee.
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-Tha staga of justica
Harris, who had even confessed the
killing to friends, was released while the
"drifter," Randall Adams (over 18 and eligible for the death penalty), was booked
The cold and windy months that begin and prosecuted. With the entire case
every New Year are dead months for hinging on the shaky testimony of three
movie lovers. Studios have already show- eyewitnesses, who saw the shooting from
cased their Oscar hopefuls, taking out ads a distance, Randall Adams was convicted
and crossing their sweaty fingers in hopes and sentenced to die.
of gold come March, and the films beginFlowing through in-person interviews
ning to enter theaters are, to put it nicely, with key witnesses, lawyers, police invesleftovers.
tigators , and even Harris and Adams, "The
Leonardo DiCaprio's "The Beach" was Thin Blue Line" does not grandstand or
scheduled for a December release (the even argue one side or the other. Morris
final month for Oscar consideration), but masterfully allows each participating party
was pushed back to mid-February (never to tell their story and, in doing so, allows
a good sign), and I find it extremely diffi- the criminal justice system to make a fool
cult to haul myself into a theater to sit of itself. Aided by a moving musical score
through "Scream 3" or "Eye of the composed by Philip Glass and simple yet
Beholder," so, what is a filmaholic to do? effective re-enactments , photographs and
Hit the video store shelves of course.
video footage, Morris' noble labor to attain
With Illinois Gov. George H. Ryan's the truth incredibly captures just that.
Several questions come to mind after
decision to suspend the death penalty
watching "The Thin Blue Line;"
fresh in my mind, the title, "Dead
Man Walking," was rolling
important questions concerning
the word "inadmissible," the
around my brain until I took a
personal motives, prejudices,
wrong turn and found myself in
and politics of police investithe documentary section of
gators and the part that they
my local video store. I normally avoid this area, but on
play in the search for justhis occasion I took a look.
'-"""'-..._. tice, and the ;ationale of
The title of the masterpiece I was
jurors.
about to rent was the first thing that c:±::!&:i:~
Honestly, how much of a stage
caught my eye; it was so similar to a
has the court of justice become?
favorite film of mine, "The Thin Red Line," How many crucial decisions ultimately
that I could not resist picking it up. Its title: come down to the emotional, rather that
the material? How many closing argu"The Thin Blue Line."
lnvestigated and directed by Errol ments have left _guilty men walk and
Morris, "The Thin Blue Line " is an placed the innocent behind bars?
It seems to me that important things
astounding, anger-creating testament of
the pathetic and failing state of the U.S. like "truth" and "justice" have been lost in
Justice System. It is the story of a man the race for revenge . With prosecutors
who ran out of gas, and how that simple striving for perfect win/loss records , the
event changed his life forever. It is the media inflating attention and pre-conce ptrue story of a dead police officer and a lions of guilt long before trials, and backdesperate, illegal attempt to convict a room deals to drop charges in exchange
man, innocent or not.
for testimony being made constantly in the
During what was supposed to be a rou- American Justice System, it's no wonder
tine traffic stop on a warm winter night in that movies are being made about such
1976, Dallas Police Officer Robert Wood men as Rubin Carter ("The Hurricane")
was shot and killed by a man in a blue car. and Randall Adams.
Simple yet profound, obscure yet worth
Evidence pointed to David Harris, then
only 16 years old, as the shooter, but the time to track down, "The Thin Blue
Harris claimed that a hitchhiker did it. Line" is one of the most important films
Even though Harris possessed the you will ever see. It contains one of the
motive--the car he was driving was stolen, most shocking endings to a movie. A
as was the gun that was used (which he masterpiece of investigative reporting ,
admitted was his)--police believed that the "The Thin Blue Line" should be mandatory
guilty man was a drifter whom Harris viewing in every high school in this land
. claimed that he had picked up hours where "innocent until proven guilty" supposedly still applies.
before the shooting.

By Tom Snyder
Assistant Editor

So, what's your poison? We all
have our ills when it comes to the
silver screen.
Sometimes, it's bad acting we
can't stand . Other people can
smell a putrid story before the
opening credits are finished
rolling. And then there's the whole
issue with an ending that can ruin
even an already-sloppy movie.
With "Scream 3," the (hopefully) final chapter in a trilogy that
was more about good looking victims and hype t~an anything
remotely scary or suspenseful,
you get a little of everything-a lot,
in fact.
The good news is, you don't
even have to point it out anymore.
In "Scream 3 ," the actors do that
for you.
In the final chapter of a trilogy,
says one former "Scream" victim
via videotape, anything can happen. Since there is nothing to look
forward to (not that this film was
worth getting excited about, but
that's beside the point), there are
no rules, and the main characters
are no longer off the hook.
Sounds like fun-except that
writer Ehren Kruger, who replaced
Kev in Williamson for the final
"Scream" chapter, doesn't see it
that way, and no one stands in the
way.
That's too bad because the
movie's gimmick is intriguing. The
film takes place on a Hollywood
set of "Stab 3," a fictional film
based on the events of the
"Scream" trilogy, and the main
characters in "Scream" series-

Neve Campbell's
Sidney Prescott,
Courtney CoxArquette 's Gail
Weathers
and
David Arquette's
Dewey Ri ley have "Stab 3"
counterparts who
both emulate and
defy them. It's
double the fun , if
you will.
But while this
less perky verof
a
sion
Doublemint Gum
commercial has
its
funny
moments,
a
funny thing happens during the
course of the
movie: nothing.
Eventually, we're
left with yet one
more laughable
pretty-boy-andgirl slash-a-thon.
Who's the killer this time, you
ask? Who cares? The film is so
incomplete that the whodunit suspense is anything but suspenseful. By the end of the film, after a
haphazard sloppy joe of nonsupernatural
sequitirs
about
beings and final chapters, the
killer is revealed as just another
random schmuck with a bone to
pick. The only scary thing about
this one is the hypersappy ending.
In the same vein as "Rocky V,"
"Jaws IV" and CBS' "A Very Brady
Wedd ing," this horror bonanza's
final chapter will please those who
just want to know how it all wraps
up. Along the way,
you might even
laugh a little. But
thrills or chills, go
to the concession
stand and buy
yourself an ice
cream
cone.
because you won 't
find either on the
screen.

COMPUTER JOBS
DOUBLE
IN THE NEW MILLENIUM, GET CERTIFIED.
Due. to the tremendous response our c lasses are scheduled
on evenmgs . weekdays and weekends From 9AM to 9PM

MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION

A+

HAAOWARE CERTIFICATION

$100000

OCP

CET READY FOR

70HOUASSI .IXXl00

70 HOURS

MCSE

Windows NT Networ'Ung
All& MocMes

200Hou"
53,500 00

MCSD

• Job Placement Available.
• Refund Policy
If Not Completely Satisfied.
• Tech Loans Available,
pay as low as $30 a month.

Oracle Certified
Proffessional
Oracle ROBMS

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS
• Web Design
_.. .. ,""

Oracle (DEV/2000)

Oracle DBA

VISUAL BASIC 6.0

40 HOurs 51,000

120 H S1.500.00

• C++Language

C<Ners 2Exams
ot MCSD

• Java and Corba

Portormaoce Tu01ng

120 HOURS $2."00

100 HOURS $2.000 00

60 HOURS 51 ,000

Admln•slraltOn.

BaciHIP and Recovery

--:---:-·
.--..
THE AQ

• Financial Aid From IETC & WFDC

70 HOuRS S1.000 00
(Covers 5 El(ams ol OCP)

1\tHhotftfnl

'lt•l • n~ ('fnt~r

Web site:
aquariusinstitute.com

US INSTITUTE

OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

(773) 604 4305
w Peterson Ave Ch1cago

3425

(630) 894 6105
125

E Lake Sl II 205 Bloom1ngdale. IL

-
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NEW LINE CINEMA
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THE CHRONICLE

INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
. A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

Sto~ oy the Chronicle Office

·

[Room 205 Waoash Building]
to ~ick u~ a
com~limentary
~ass (admits two)

toas~ecial advance screening of · ·
"BOILER ROOM." . .
\·, -.-;:

'·;

· ~_--,

~-

The screening will take
place on Wednesday,
reoruary 16th' at the '
Loews Cineplex
. 900 N. Michigan Cinema.
Passes are available while
supplies last on afirst-come,
first-served basis. Onepass per
person. No purchase necessary.

"BOILER ROOM" Opens Nationwide on Friday, February 18th!

~
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By James Boozer
Contributing Editor
Halfway Down the Sky
Splender
(Columbia Records)
With a mix of pop/rock and uplifting energy,
Splender is determined to redefine the world of
modern rock and set a new standard in music
with their debut album on Columbia Records,
Halfway Down the Sky .
If you have been looking for something different , then look no further
because Halfway Dow n the Sky is a perfect alternative for those who have
longed for a different kind of rock and are in need of something a little lighter.
The first single from the album. "Yeah. Whatever," is an excellent blend of
smooth verses and harmonies that guide you through the ups and downs of
life, love and happiness. Never have I heard such a compelling mix of
melodies from a rock band before, and the group's uniqueness sets them apart
from any other band out there.
Some may consider Splender to be--more or less--a Third Eye Blind copy,
but a song like "Cigarette" will draw you in and offer a real taste of how popular this band may become one day. The only downside to the album is that the
constant repetition found in songs like "Wallflower" or "Space Boy" can become
tiresome. Overall. you shouldn 't be disappointed in what you get--an album
worth listening to.
Everything You Want
Vertical Horizon
(RCA Records-BMG Entertain ment)
.Th1s could be the shortest CD rev1ew you will
ever read . Why? Vertical Horizon's latest album.
Everything You Want. is the worst piece of crap
ever recorded and there 's not much more left to
be sa1d.
I'm sure you and JU St about everyone else on
the face of the earth have grown tired of hearing
'Everything You Want," wh1ch is played 24/7 on the rad1o. but just imagine if
you had to listen to the ent1re CO? Trust me. it's not pretty. Every song on th e
CD (w1th the very small exception of "Everything You Want") is mmdless drivel
:hat will make you WISh you were dead
Vert1cal Honz1on descr1bes this album as a move toward an "edgier, electric.
full-band style of music," but if this 1s the end resu lt. they should go back to
the1r roots and produce the mus1c that made them who they. are. Th1s album is
a clear step 1n the wrong direction.

By Donnie Seals Jr.
Assistant Editor
VooDoo
D'Angelo
IEMDNirg1n)
Four ye ars I We have been wait1ng four years
for a release from D'Angelo. and on Jan. 25, we
were rewarded w1th h1 s second release VooDoo .
Now I know you hold D'Angelo's Brown Sugar 1n
h1gher esteem than most of the CO's 1n your collection. and well you should.
In 1995, D'Angelo shook up the music world w1th songs like "Me And Those
Dream1n' Eyes Of M1ne," "Lady," the Smokey Robinson remake "Crusin"' and
the album t1tled Brown Sugar. wh ich was
produced by Ali Shaeed Muhammad.
D'Angelo's nee-soul vo1ce and style breathed new life into the R&B/soul
genre wh1le also push1ng the bar higher for artists after him. Artists such as
Enc Benet, Maxwell, Erykah Badu, MesheD'echello. Davina, Grenique, and
new souls tress Ang1e Stone have followed sim1lar formulas coupled w1th their
own ong1nal styles to pull R&B/soul out of 1ts pop stage. Now if you haven't
bought VooDoo, let me 1nform you-you can't Judge th1s album off your first
listen Th1s album takes some work to listen to and beca use of that some
people have d1sm1ssed 11 ent1rely because they feel some of the songs sound
repet1t1ve I w1ll even adm1t when I f1rst gave VooDoo a listen. I was a
lrttle upset for the same reason VooDoo 1s like a good book. It takes at
least four or f1ve listens to grasp everything, and even when you th1nk
you understand 1!, you will f1nd someth1ng even more musically appealing.
That depth IS what kept Brown Sugar go1ng strong from the mid '90s. and 1t's
what's go1ng to make th1s album succeed today through tomorrow.
The songs on VooDoo bring Influences that range from Prince to Marvin
Gaye o Sly and the Fam1ly Stone W1th ?uestlove from the hip hop band the
Roots on drums . D'Angelo. along w1th a host of others. handles all instruments.
oackground vocals and Iynes In the f~rst s1ngle "Left and R1ght," D'Angelo gets
help from Method Man and Redman (and 1f you listen very closely, you can
hear 0 -Tip 1n the back, "Ch1cken Grease" has a down home backyard jam feel
to rt "The Root." wh1ch 1s my personal favorite. is a melodic love song with
lush harmon1es that ascend and grow to the end of the song . When liatening,
rt's difficult to believe D'Angelo 111 doing all the vocals, but he Is. "The Root"
alao featu res the talented basaigUitar player Charlie Hunter. On thia aong ,
along with "Span11h Jo1nt" and "Greatdayndamornin','' Hunter playa hla the guitar and bass at the &arne t1mel

There's no doubt you have seen the video or heard the song "Untitled
(How Does It Feel)" on video shows or the radio. Raphael Saadiq, formerly of
the group Tony! Toni! Tone!, helped produce this song and plays guitar/bass
while Angie Stone, who contributed with writ!ng some songs on D'Angelo's
first LP, helped on "Playa Playa," "Send It On" and "Africa," a song about
D'Angelo's son.
By now most people already own this album, so what I'm saying is nothing
new. VooDoo is currently No.1 on the R&B/soul Billboard charts, and reaching
record sales across the nation and abroad. If you haven't picked it up, I
highly suggest you do. D'Angelo is truly an artist who places his emotions
and feelings into his work. With most of the music coming out today that's
driven by beat machines and tired lyrics and production, it's refreshing to
hear an album like this. Do yourself a favor and let the sounds of Voodoo
take over you.

By Sarah Zupko
TMS Campus
Emergency & I
Dismemberment Plan
(DeSoto)
D.C. natives The Dismemberment Plan are off the major label conveyor belt
and back to the comfy confines of DeSoto alongside like-minded artists like
Burning Airlines and Juno. I wonder if lnterscope Records is smart enough to
be kicking themselves for letting these guys go, 'cause the Dismemberment
Plan have made a masterpiece that the kids will be talking about and garage
bands imitating for years to come . Now get ready - I'm gonna gush 'cause I'm
embarrassed I didn't put this on my top 10 list and because they deserve it. ·
Blending emo, post-rock, new wave, and stop-start pop, the Dismemberment
Plan offer up a staggering variety of tunes - no two sounding the same or
even really sharing the same lyric mood. Instrumentally, these guys play like
their instruments are on fire making you believe in them.

looking llheall
2/14 Iowen &Navarro @ Manvrs·
2/16 John Butcher and Gem Hemingway @ Hotheuse
2/11 Suicide Machines @ Metro
Marc Anthony @ Rosemaut Theatre

2/18 Joey Beltram, DJ Fuak. Paul Anthony and ethers @
Metro Sman Bar
Leo Kotila @ Old Town School ol FolllMusic
Big Sandy & His Rv-Rite Boys @ rnzaerald's
Martina McBride @ Star Plaza
.
Ui, Lonesome Organist, Eaphone @ EmptY Bellle
Kim Cascone &TaYlor Deupree @ Empty Bellle
Bela Flecll and The Fleclltaaes @ House 11 BillS
K-CI and Jo Jo. Giauwlne. Denell Jaaes.ldeal @ b
Plaza
Chris Smhher @ FtUgeralll's
Marchlae Head, Reveille @ Metre
LUSCIOUS Jacllsln, Sllashmllth @ lnlll

Glnuwtne. Joey Behnm, Suldlce Macbllls

~o

nil our

stntttf)tarts ...
_,app~ 'V-J)n~
from 'Vitalitpl
6ptcial lobint to mp Jrittl a J Jlop
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Hororscopes
COLLEGE WEEKLY HO ROSCOPE
B~· C bris Roac h P b 0 . and OJ Rob Hart
A ries (Marcb 21-April 19): This \\ e~k looks g reat for some ice fi shing. Go
ahead and dri\ e your CheHo let pic ~ up t rue~ right out on the ic~ . This is a " in·
win situation
ither you fish fro m the wam1 seat o f your d.-er smell in· t rue ~
while res ting your beer on your genitals. or hope for a hot EMT to gi' e ~ou
mouth to mouth.

Ad.,e't s 1rg, e-co··r"T.e'ce.
-na·<e: rg. D<.blic ' e la: cns-

e xc ,tmg a'ld ime..-est '19 httlos .
r cw
yo1.. ge t . .,to the r;1 ?

bu~

=c

Stl.art's mas:er s degroe '~ \lante:<c.g
ComMun caticn ca~ tooc'> you :he kind of
~<. lis

ard

Taurus (April 20-May 20): W~ do n't think that tak ing that pbne ride ) ou
have planned in a sing le engine airplane "ith your rock star fr iend is such a
good idea. Besides you'll only get ment ion~d in th~ paper as "and th r~e
others."

tr.a: corporat or.s. advernsing agencies.

-rar ~ot ng

f:rms see· . You "'' " iea" l &,a"
:he tuols r. the communicauon orofess100 a: o :n:e-gr:ttno n!O an nf'ectiVe. over~: mat<et~ strategy. '"acuity memoc-rs
ci•«nn ' rOM L'lc pro' csSIOn w:f g.Jide ~'OU thro~~ eacl' o' lf'.e courses.
r10 :;rog•ar'l cons.Sls ot 14 coorsos offered ycar-'vu'ld on :he quarter
sv!tteT

St1..dtm:s ccw

Gemini (May 21-June 21 ): Have no drive in your life·> Good thing )Ou \\i ll
be coming back to school and picking up that ne" U-Pass card .

~.a'lle in e--cornf"':'lf.:rco or corrn~rtcat :;ns

.,.. tl""KtQoMc~: Col.rses Mee: one ever:•;-.g a wem. for : : w ee<s at
liT s Dovm1ow~ Chl!".ago Camous Ftf - cr pa-:-:ime enro'l-re~t Ful·
t m e s:udents can comp c to ~he program :r a!; se-.v as · 5 !r o··ut-s.
hte r"'lsh ~os

Can cer (June 22-Ju ly 22): If you really look hard enough. Cancer. ~ ou'll see
that you aren 't alone after all. You have friends and a llies in pl aces~ ou never
dreamed. It's just they were cuter, and in your dreams. they "ere \\ Omen.

are ava,.able.

For further Information
Dr. Jc hn 'ain·. deg1eesCI!sluart at.~u. 3: 2.906.653b.

Stuart
565 W. Ad8ms St.. Chic~yo, 1/lino•s 60661·389 1

~

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Is your job as a mime in front of Fi\0 Schwant get·

V!ftiJ1} ting a lillie boring? Maybe you should take some sound ad' ice this " cck and
stan thinking outside the box.

WWN. Stuarr.iit.odu

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You d idn't think that Bonro n \\ Otdd break ) our
hean li ke that d id y ou? No. yo u thought he was Mr. Right. with hi s smooth
monotone voice that just made you melt. Well he makes people melt with his
ray gun for a li vin ' and breaks heans with his bear hands. sister '
Libra (Sept. 23-0 ct. 23): Be prepared because th is week you arc goi ng to get
the rug pulled out from under your feet. " It's too bad; s he was such a nice girl.
and this was the fi rst o ne with a ll of her teeth." Can't you j ust hear your moth·
er say ing thi s now?
Scorpio (O ct. 24-Nov. 21): Screw all those s keptics "hn sa~ ) llll ha'e a gam·
bling problem and it's taki ng you nowhere. Thi s""" ~ you" ill ck .mnut
many. many elementary games. Yo u will hop scotch )Our" ") to a r.,t " :d iet.
and wi ll be saying tic tac dough! Just remember, if)ou' re pla~ 11 1g against au
11 -year-o ld. i\ LWi\YS double down .
Sagitta r ius (Nov. 22-0 cc. 2 1): If you prefe r Leo ·s ne\\ mo ' ie ·· l'he Beach"
over g iving a good beach-slap. chances are, you shou ld be on the deserving
end of one.
C a pricorn ( Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Wouldn' t it j ust rock if you r sig n was ' pel led
Capri-Korn! ? ! Just like that kick ass, take no BS rock band ! Yeah. Korn'
Watch o.ul s uburbanites, here comes KORN! Jusl don·! read it back"ards o r
you might fee l s uicidal.
Bortron (Dec 32-Jan X): You should be as hamed of your recent hobbies.
You have been monitoring the actions of human beings fo r nearly five cen·
turies. You sho uld realize by now that scalping heads went out, like I 00 years
ago.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18): Don' t feel bad if this whole president ial thing-a·
rna-jig is making your head hun. Like, who cares any way? No ne o f the candidates are even cute, and have they even begun to touch on the important
issues, like what's going on with Pacey and Joey? Healthcare refo rm? Like,
yeah, whatever.
Pisces (Feb. 19- March 20): Listen to the doctors for God 's sake. You are
j ust not ready to get back into the arm wrestl ing c ircuit. Listen to us you
are going to end up with an arm like a 92-year-old women by the time you arc
25 , if you don't take it easy. For the love of all that's holy, give it a week'

www.AngieAparo.com
debut album, ~~~~
featuring the single "Spaceship"
in stores this spring
For a free CD sampler,
send 'JOur request to:
Tim.Pickett@BMGE.com

If You ' re Having a Birthd ay T bis Week...
Feb. 14: You are a lucky boy today. Binhday and Valentine 's Day- you get to have
your cake and eat it too.
Feb. I 5: So your boy friend didn't get you a Valentine 's Day present? Tissues mi ght be
in order ' cause honey. some other woman is blowin' out his candles.
Feb. 16: Romantic ovenures may come from an unlikely source this week. Well, you
are from Kentucky so they aren't really unlikely for you, now are they?
Feb. 17: This is the year you go out and become a d iva. You go, g irl.
Feb. 18: Shaving your ba lls is a great way to recapture your youth.
Feb. 19: Isn' t it about time you stop usi ng that " it's just baby fat" excu; c'!
Feb. 20: Do n' t feel bad, it 's a betler turn out than you' ll have for the celebration o f your
death.
If You're Not Having a Birthday T h is Week ...
Yo u still have Valent ine 's Day to get laid and eat some chocolate. Of course, if you' re
like us, you' ll skip straight to that chocolate!
Rob and Chris can go into funher detail about love, li fe, and your personal finances. All
you have to do is ha' e a major or minor cred it card handy (yo urs or sto len) and call
3 12-344-7732. Fees are negotiable, but we suggest yo u tip 18 percent.
(c) 2000 CHRON IC LE MED IA SERV ICES, INC.
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invite you to see the science
fiction thriller
·

Pick up your complimentary pass for two at the Columbia Chronicle
Office, Wabash Building Suite 205, for a special advance
screening at the Webster Place Theatre on February 15th.
Passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis. Each pass admits two.
No purchase necessary. Only one pass per person, please. While supplies last. Employees of USA
Films and the Columbia Chronicle are not eligible.

PITCH BLACK Opens February 18th

February 14, 2000
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Scholar$hips
Applications are now available for this
unique scholarship program.
Scholarship winners receive:
• Grants
up to $3,000 to h elp c o mplete projects in all field s of
the arts and c ommunications

• Opportunities
to work with leading professio n a ls in C hicago's
communications industr y

• Spring Showcase
in the Ho kin Gall e r y

Learn more and pick up an application
by visiting:

Student Life & Development
623 S. Wabash - Suite 301
the
Hokin Student Center

13'

or call:
Sheila Carter
(312) 344-7187

-A ppl i c ation-DeadJine;
~.,--2000

4 143 :#Jrl J; fJ ~ I•]! 1:f)
Ste ady, Part-Time Jobs

•$8 .50·$9.SO/Hour

• Weeke nds and Hol idays Off

• Incredible Benefits
• Must be 1 7 Years or Older
HODGKINS'
(79th & Willow Spring s Rd. )
1·888·4UPS· JOB
Access Code: 3323
ADDISON'
( 100 S. l ombard Rd .)

$500 Bonus at this location!
630·628·3737
PALATINE'
(2100 N . Hicks Rd .)
$SOO Bonus at this location!
847·70S · 6025
NORTHBROOK
(2525 Shermer Rd .)
$2,000 Colle g e Education
Assistance for Sunrise Shift
847·480· 6714
Or coli o ur 24-hr. jobline o t:

1-888-4UPS-JOB
Access Code: 3323

I 5t< I

~

GET TO UPS BY PACE!

1°3~ods;~q~ok:395 of~;9~ 1 ~89'6 : # 833
To Addi son from Aurora toke bus # 536

To N orthbrook from Evanston toke b us #212
To Polol ine from Elgin lake b us # SS6

www.upsjobs.com/chicago
•Pro gram guidelines apply. Available o t Ho dgk ins,
Add i son, Pa latine o nd C h icag o (Joffor son Sr.) fo cilit 1es
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prepare for your future. You'll earn great pay and have a fiexlble

The UIC Physicians Group of the University
of Illinois at Chicago Medical Center is
now located in the South Loop.

schedule so you can wor1< around yoorschool commitmentsI

Part-nme
OPERATIONS CLERKS
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

We offer:
• Internal Medicine for men and women of all ages
• Obstetrics and gynecolog ic services
• Same day appointments

$500 Sign-On Bonus
+ Eam Extra $$$$With-Our
Incentive Program!
Processing and encoding deposits, preparing adjustments and assisting with

• Early, late and Saturday hours to minimize lost
work time

other proof activities are key responsibilities. To succeed, you'll need strong math

• Most insurance pl ans

a deadline environment are a must 10-key expertise (8,000 KSPH) is a must

and proble~ solving skills. E'xcellentattendance, punctuality and the ability to wor1< in

Sign-up nowand you'll receive a $500 bollusafter6 months ofemployment Interested?
Apply in person, between 9am-4pm, at Bank One, Chicago Metropolitan Staffing,
· Suite 0008, One North State Street, Chicago, ll60670-0008. Or fax your resume,
lndlcaUng job code UN0002 to: 877-700-8020. VIsit our website at
-.-.bankone.com. Equal Opportunity Empi!JYer.

---

BANK=ONE.

Gregory R. Coleman, MD, ]asminka Merkin, MD,
Ben S. Gerber, MD

We are Offering:

Attention All Journalism
Students, Photojournalists
& Editorial Cartoonists!

Free Screenings
"Cholesterol and Blood Pressure"
Wednesday, February 16 - 1 to 7 p.m.
Wednesday, February 23 - 1 to 7 p.m.
Please call (312) 957-0049 for a screening
appointment, free brochure on our services
or to schedule an appointment.

UIC Physicians Group
at Central Station
1550 South Indiana Avenue, Suite 100
http://cstation.mcd.uic.cdu

UIC

University of Illinois at Chicago
Medical Center

Applications for the 2000-2001 John
Fischetti Scholarship are now
in the Journalism Department, Suite
1300, 624 S. Michigan Ave. All
full-time Columbia College students,
including graduate students and
incoming transfer students, who
specialize in print or broadcast
journalism, photojournalism, editorial
art or political cartooning, are eligible
to apply. Awards are based on
academic merit, financial need·, and
service in the student's speciality
(i.e., internships, work on student
publications or productions).
Twenty scholarships, as high as
$2,000, were awarded for 1999-2000.

The application deadline is
Friday, April, 28, 2000.

February 14, 2000
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for Generations
X , Y, and Z .

C.£.0.

Egg Donors Needed
• Give th e g ift of life to an infertile couple
• Our program is completely anonymous
24 hour/ 7 day support
• App o inonents available for evenings
and weekends

$5,000 Compensation
CaU Nancy Block
847-656-8733 Pager: 847-547-9788

The Center for Egg Options Illinois, Inc.

There are those who
shy away from Chlllleng<es;:..~fi!
And then there are th''"'"'---1--li.d'
who travel 9,000 miles
looking for them.
Stop by a Peace Corps Information Session and find
out about the hundreds of overseas jobs awaiting you!

Join us at our Information Session:
Thursday, February 17
55 West Monroe, Suite 2650
6:00p.m .
Applications will b e accepted during this session.
R.S.V.P. Today!
Selecting NOW for summer 2000 departures!

www. peacecorps.gov
800-424-8580

I 05-Annolm cc mcnts
The Emergence of the Christ & the Masters
of Wisdom . Very Soon they'll be on the
world stage.Free literature 800-684 -0958,
www.shareintl.org
125-Hcal!b and Fjtncss
WANTED:SO serious people to lose weight
fast ! 100% natural and guaranteed. Call
Sharon 1-888-307-6647 (to ll free)
www.evitality.net/losenow
150-M jscclla n eous
Healthy Women Needed to be donors.
Healthy women 33 and under with a
history of previous pregnancy needed to
serve as anonymous egg dono rs. Donors
will be evaluated. take medication and
undergo a minor surgical proced ure. If you
are interested call ARR 773-327· 73 1S
165-Wejg bt control
AA: Herbalife "I ~t I Sibs" Cl i c~ 'for
Product/opponunity 1-888-':31 0-647.6
http://www.diet-safe.com
EAT AL L DAY-MELT FAT AWAY
I LOST 8 LBS IN 3 DAYS! 100% safe,
natural and guaranteed. 1-888·26 1-1 742
www.evitaliry.net/wakeup
WANTED 50 SERIOUS PEOPLE'
Needing to lose weight·!\ II Natural Safe &
Afl'ective Call Deloris•770-192-29SO• or
visit our website www.evitality.net/4results
outside At!. 1-8 77 -268-2398
.. ' GUARANTE ED RESULTS •••

An

l n stitut~

Pa r t - Time

Classified Advertising Rates:
Only 25 cents per word.
All major credit cards accepted.
Pre-payment required.
Deadline: Friday 5:00p.m. E.S.T
Toplace your order, visit the world wide web at:
http://www.universaladvertising.com

of Chic:ago

&,.,

LIBRARY J.n:
ASSISTANT
A_uisc With;~ V:HIC\V of circuLuion duties for our
Rycnon L•bruy. QuaJ.Iicd cand1daca must lx
able co work accur:ucly in an accivc cnvuon·
mcnc, ponas ,;ood commumcwons &: em·
tomcr IC'rvice skills, ;md have: m ensch (hfr 30
lbs) & mob1luy rcquucd for book handling.
S6.751hr. 14-20 hrslwk. .\.1ond.ay-Souurd.1y.

Mad/ Fax (312) 857-0141 lcrr~r ofapphcauon
or rnurnc IU Rn:nutcr M0799R, At r lnsu IIIIC, Ill S M1dugV\, Chicago 60603. E-m.a1l.
.uqobs@.aruc nlu (usc MC• ;u ropic) ..-..
FOR OTII£R JOBS. SEE WEB S ITF.:
4ttp :ll..-ww. 1frllr. fll wl•idt '"pl•!'"'" r

WANTE D SO SERIOUS PEOPLE
To lose weight fast I 00% Natural &
Guaranteed 1·888-686-9767
www.FitnSiim.com
216-Co mm c r cjal Real Es1a!c
OFFICE SPACE
Non hwest Chgo 700·1 500 sf, east
southeast or west Iight, An Deco upgrade,
car. train, pla ne accessible, reasonable
708· 774- 1745
450-Mjsccllancous
Lt. Grey Desk 42 "x29"x24". etc. $40
Call 773-764-2314
6 10-Jobs: Sery jces
Groovy Dude! Get paid whi le you surf the
interne t! It's that easy, and no gimmicks.
www.groovydude.com
620-Jobs : Full Time
SALES
'"1\re you good with people? Are you
looking to join a fun team? Are you always
moving at a faster pace than others?
lmproveNet is a fast -paced internet
company that helps home owners lind
high-quality contractors for their home
improvement projects. At the same time.
"e provide contractors with quali fied leads
and a method of marketing that is easier,
more targeted and less expensi -e than other
forn1s of advenising. \\'e are currently
looking for TRADE REPRESE TATIVES
to bring our service to the local markets.
These people will be respons ible for

BUYER BEWARE:
Neither Universal Advertising nor Columbia Chronicle assume
responsibility for damages resulting
from any advertisements.

territories in which they will identify and
develop a local contractor network to
respond to home owner job requests. These
representatives will also continue to bui ld
long-term business relationships with all o f
the contractors in their territory. We need
people with 1- 10 yrs of sales experience in
a re lated field. Excellent verbal and written
commun ication skills, high energy, team &
customer service oriented and willing to
travel and work flexible hours. We offer a
competitive salary with bonus, stock
options, medical, dental & 40 I K plans.
lmproveNet has teamed up with Aon
Consulting to help administer the staffing
process. To be considered, simply mail, fax
or e-mai l your resume to: lmproveNet, c/o
!\o n Consulting, P.O. Box 25, Findlay, OH
45839. Fax (41 9) 427·1366.
lmproveNet@aon-hros.com Equal Oppty
Employer. For more information on
Improve Net, check out our website at
www.improvenet.com
lmproveNet
640-.Jo bs: ra a nd/or fiT
OWN A COMPUT ER? Put it to work'
$25-$75/hr 888· 2 17-4366
www.eTeamSearch.com

www.universaladvertising.com
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HELP WANTED
Do you like to cuddle with babies. hug
toddlers, mush play doug h. pai nt with your
fingers, blow bubbles. tell stories. s ing. and
dance? D2D Day School is looking for
committed, energetic. and creative college
students to fi ll pan time afternoon teacher
assistant posit ion. Apply in person at
I 020 South Wabash Avenue
Motivated, Team-Oriented Indivi duals
Needed to join our team immediate ly!
Network Marketing!E-Commerce Business.
Earn what you are wonh! 1·888· 799-5280
http://www.securaj ob.com
Wanted: Attractive Females to pose for
erotic nude modeli ng. $ 100 per hour.
Flexible hours. Must be 18 years or o lder.
Call Larry or Grace 847-426-4337.
Leave Message
840-Seasona l Travel
• •• ACT NOW!
Last Chance to reserve your spot for
SPRING BREAK' Discounts for 6 or
more! South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas. Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
REPS. NEEDED .... TRAVEl. FREE call
800-838-8203
www.LE ISURETOURS.COM
CALL OW
915-A u to : Dom estic
Saturn 1992. 57K , 5 speed " ill tralll. great
condition, power, etc. Price $4 700. Call
773 · 764·23 14
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STUDENTS & FACULTY

Auditorium Garage .
. Southeast Corner
Congress and Wabash Avenue

Discount Parking for
Students & Faculty
Day and Night
All rates include City Parking Tax

First Hour

$5.00

Over 2 Hours to 5 Hours

$7.00

Over 1 Hour to 2 Hours

$5.50

Over 5 Hours to 12 Hours

$8.00

Over 12 Hours to 24 Hours $9.00
Validate your parking ticket at school.
Discount only applies to the first 24 hours.

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,
•
I•
I•
The Underground ·Cafe
I•

SPECIALS

Located Under the Ground in the Main Building

1. Cup of soup with mini sandwich (fresh mozzarella, tomato, basil and
olive oil)
2. Beer Cheese soup in bread bowl

.RECElVED

3. Cheese Steak Panini

f£8 1 S 1.0UG

Soups
Man-Chicken Orzo
lues-Potato Leek
Wed-Beef Barley
Thurs-Cream of Artichoke

coLU~~ARY

cOLLEGE

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~
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DePaul's Bobby Simmons dunks aglllnst South Florida. Simmons led the Blue
Demons with 19 points and 17 rebounds.

Bulls continue to struggle as they get slammed by Utah,
Sacramento on consecutive nights
By Graham Couch
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MENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL AP TOP 25

NHl STANDINGS
£alcMn Conterwnce
Allnlc DMIIon
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1~

16.
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11.
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20
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23.
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Buffalo
Montrelll

UA8 93-80 on Feb 5
Stlnforll c19-1 ~t Soutttom Cllllfotnia 6 7-57 on Feb 5
DuM (1&-3t-10st 10 Mll~ 8 7-98 on w.c2
S)UC~ !19 HI0$110 Seton Hlll67-e9 on TU..
OIUo St 1 16-4~ to 10w11 47-5-4 on w.d
Mtc:ttopn St. (17-6~ to Purdue 67 70 on T.~ ( 1~HIMI Orecon State 90-73 on Feb. 5
T--(19-3t-«>NI Georaoa 93-63 or F~b ~
A&b;tn (1~)-IOsl to LSU S!).68 or l'oec
~ 17~)-lOst 1D ~· 7!> ;· ~ l'ot<l
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ESPN? Sl?
Just read the
Chronicle! ·
hen you think of great sports
publications with expert a nalysis,
Sports lllustrated and ESPN the
magazine come to mind. Rarely have I ever
heard the Columbia Chronicle me nti oned in
that category. OK, so I have neve r heard the
Chronicle in the same breath as Sl and ESPN.
However, maybe that s hould c hange . Back
in late August and early September these magazines made the ir NFL
predictions.· Their enormo us staffs compiled
all sorts of information
and spent weeks watching training cam ps a nd
a na lyzing team s so
they could predi ct how
the NFL season would
turn out.
Meanwhile, back a t
Co lumb ia, a stafT o f
Graham Couch
two put out a sports
section for a weekly
Sports Editor
college ne wspaper. It
was my job to do the
NFL pre view. I spent a couple days read ing up
on the teams, looking at whom they signed
and drafted, and then I too predicted the NFL
season.
Well g ue ss what? The Colum bia
Chronicle o utpic ked both S/ and ESPN. Yes,
.that's rig ht, the s mall budget co llege paper in
C hicago's South Loop gave its readers be tte r
analysis and mo re acc urate predictions than
the two premie r na tio nal sports magazines.
Cancel those s ubscriptions!
Sports lllustroted only picked three teams'
records correc tly (N ew Engl and , Oakland,
and Tampa Bay). Thei r on ly really good pick
was Tampa Bay, and their fi nal four playoff
pred iction included the Jets and Falco ns,
teams that did not e ve n ma ke the playoffs.
Sl was 42 games o fT in the AFC and SO ofT
in the FC (92 overall, fo r those students ta king m ath for s urvival).
The Chronicle on the othe r hand picked
five teams accurately (C incinnati , Cleveland,
San Diego, Washington, and Chicago). The
Chronicle was only fi ve games o fT total in the
NFC East, WhileS/ struggled, com ing in with
I I ga mes ofT.
As fo r the Chronicles pic ks for the final
fou r teams left in the p layoffs, only one
(Jacksonvil le) made a confe re nce championshi p ga me . But at least all fo ur (Mi am i,
Washington , and Minnesota) made the play o ffs.
The Chronicle sports section was only 70
games off ove r the entire NFL. T hat may
seem like a lot, but it is substantially less than

W

Sl
A s for £ SPN, they di d not predi ct reco rds,
only order of fin ish. Even in that category, the
Chronicle out d id the famous magazine.
ESPN :, picks to win the ir respecti ve di vi~ ions ended up fini shi ng fo urth, fi rst, fifth ,
thi rd, second and fou rth . T he Chronicle : third,
fi rst, fifth , first, second and fourth. If yo u
score publications by adding up those fini s hes
of our predicted div is ion w inners and c rowning the lowe>t ~co re, the libe ra l arts ~c hool's
student new~ pa pe r \ sports sectio n wins 16 to
18.
Not to menti on, the Chronicle p ic ked the
entire NFC Ea~t in the correct order a nd was
on ly one off in the AFC Centra l. I::Sf>N:r only
decent pred ictions came fro m the A FC West,
where they only picked one team out o r order.
Of course, tha t was their fi rst p lace prediction,
Denve r, who fi ni shed last.
What does a ll this mean'> Yes, that 's right.
All you S f and ESPN subsc ri be rs have been
wa~t ing your money. You could pick up a free
i~sue of the Chronicle on Co lumb ia 's campus
and get better information .
I mean , who needs countless fea tures and
world class write" w ith acce" to e very event
in the. wor ld'! l(ight he re at the Columhia
Chronicle you have got stude11t write rs with
access to Ch icago Sta te haske thall.
Ileal that .\ fiOrts 11/ustruted !

Photos courtesy of Chris Kub iet;Specia l to t he Chron icle
DePaul's Quentin Richardson fights for a rebound during the Blue Demons win Tuesday nlghl

Blue Demons hold off Bulls
Coach Pat Kennedy boasts 'We are definetely playing our best basketball of the
season' after 81-69 win over South Florida
de fen se, matching him up agai nst the 5-7 Burno mos t of the
ha lf. That gave DePa ul match-up prob lems and helped cause
Sports Editor
16 turnove rs in the first half.
"We rea ll y struggled revers ing the ball against the big guy
For the fourth s traight game De Paul p layed the way coach in the zone," Kennedy, whose team led 38-37 at halftime, said.
Pat Kennedy had e nvisioned all year. Pounding the glass and "That really took us out of our gam e in the first half. But I
thought we recovered nicely and realplayi ng as a unit, the Blue Demons hung on
ly executed down the stretch."
to beat an athletic South Florida team 8 1-69
The Blue Demons clamped down
on Tuesday.
defensi vely in the seco nd ha lf forcing
Led by Bobby Simmo ns ( 19 points and
turnovers and taking the lead for good
17 re bounds) DePaul out rebounded the
on a three- pointer by Que ntin
- - - - - -- - - Bull s 5 1-30 . It
was the second
Richardson that made it 45-42.
DePaul grabbed the momentum
c on se cutiv e
on a stea l by Burno that led to a basga me that the
ket a nd a foul for Steven Hunter, giv- ·
Blue De mo ns
ing the Blue De mons a 52-45 lead
had
out
with 16 :25 to p lay.
rebounded their oppone nts by more than 20 .
South Florida banled back to c ut
Coach Kennedy prai sed hi s team 's pc rthe lead to 61-58 on a lay-up by B.B.
fo nnancc cons ide ring th e Blue De mons had
Waldon,
who led the Bulls with 24
just come off a big road win a t UNCC ha rlottc 48 hours earli er.
points a nd a team hig h e ight
rebounds .
" It was an o utsta nding efTort," Kennedy
However, a 6-0 run, highlighted
said. " We didn' t have any time to rea lly preby a Burno steal a nd pass to Simmons
pare aga inst thei r ha lf court trapping
for a dunk, gave DePaul a 67-58 lead
de fe nse. T hat real ly hurt us. To win by the
w ith less than seven minutes remainnumbe r o f points we won by and have 24
turnovers is pretty darn good."
De Paul's Ste ve n Hunter blocks a shot by ing.
DePa ul j umped out to a n early 13-6 lead South Aorlda's B.B. Waldon.
Despite a late ra lly to c ut the lead
back to thre~. the Blue Demon 's lead
on a three-pointer by Ke rry Hartfie ld wi th
proved to be too much for South
16 :54 still to go in the first half. 'l'hc Blue
Demo ns extended their lead to 20- 10, but never could pull Florida to overcome. Two free throws by Simmons with I :45
to go, gave DePaul a 76-6 7 lead and all but assured a victory.
away thank s in large part to South Florida 's hall~co urt trap.
South Flo rida Coach Seth Greenberg tho ug ht his team had
Steals by Sou th Florida 's Altron Jac kson (who had 19 o f his
23 points in the first half) on consec ut ive plays from DePaul some good looks in the last four minutes, but could no t capipoint guard Rashon Burno, led to two easy dunk s g iving the talize.
Bulls a 25-22 lead w ith 7:30 re maining in the half.
See Hoops, page 23
Jackson, 6-7, was the poi nt nutn in So uth Florida's zo ne

By Graham Couch

Local College
Hoops Update

.,. NHL

.,. NBA

Mo nday-Anaheim at
Chicago, 7:30 p .m .
Wednesday-Los Ange les at
Chicago, 7:30 p .m .
Friday-Washington a t
Chicago, 7:30 p .m.

Tuesday-L.A. Lakers at
Chicago, 7:00 p.m., WGN
Thursday-Miami at
Chicago, 7:30 p.m., WCIU.
saturday-L.A. Clippers at
Chicago, 7:30 p.m ., FSC

